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Discover how uncovering private internet browsing activity 
in Mobile Safari is an important part of any digital forensics 
and incident response (DFIR) investigation and how this 
information can be examined and extracted using OpenText™ 
EnCase™ software.

Executive summary
Internet browsing activity is an important part of any digital forensics and incident 
response (DFIR) investigation. The general browsing history provides some insight, 
but private internet browsing can be more enlightening, revealing activity an 
individual wanted to keep hidden. While the effectiveness of private browsing varies 
from browser to browser, at the very least it limits the recording and retention of 
searches and other browsing activity in the history databases. This has an obvious 
impact on investigating the internet activity of the user and is no different on a 
mobile device.

Mobile Safari has been the default web browser for both iPhone and iPad since the 
initial release of iPhone OS. The introduction of the private browsing functionality in 
iOS 5 gave users the ability to conceal their browsing activity.

This white paper shares specific examples of the type of information that can be 
extracted from Mobile Safari using OpenText™ EnCase™ software for DFIR investigations.

A case for OpenText EnCase solutions
Using OpenText EnCase software, including OpenText™ EnCase™ Forensic, OpenText™ 
EnCase™ Endpoint Investigator, OpenText™ EnCase™ Mobile Investigator and EnCase 
EnScript programs, the last state of Mobile Safari from an iPhone or iPad can be 
examined. The browser state is maintained in the BrowserState.db database, and 
the information that it contains allows the device user to exit or suspend Mobile 
Safari and return to it at a later time with the browser in the same or similar state.

For acquisition and forensic examination of the mobile device, this information 
forms part of a backup created by iTunes or Finder (if created using macOS 
Catalina) so it can be expected that a logical acquisition of an iPhone or iPad will 
include this database. Since the release of iOS 13, internet activity is only included  
if the device has been set to encrypt its backup. This is the favored setting for 
earlier iOS versions due to the increased content that can be acquired, including 
Apple’s Health and Keychain.

In iOS 13, the internet history (history.db) and the BrowserState.db are located here:  
var\mobile\Library\Safari

In the structure of a backup, they would be found in the HomeDomain.

In iOS 12, both the history.db and BrowserState.db databases are located in the 
Application Data folder (com.apple.mobilesafari).

For example, an initial review of Mobile Safari internet history shows a limited 
number of records. It indicates that the user accessed: 

• gov.uk

• cbp.gov
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Displaying the user’s Google search history, one search conducted was for how  
to use private browsing on Mobile Safari.

Figure 1: Mobile Safari internet history viewed in OpenText EnCase Mobile Investigator

Continuing the examination, further artifacts may provide more insight into the 
user’s internet activity. Across the various browser versions, there has been a 
mechanism to maintain the state of the browser when it has been exited, the user 
has returned to the main iOS user interface or switched to another application.  
This information is maintained in the BrowserState.db.

Database examination
Although EnCase Mobile Investigator has built in SQLite viewing capability, if a query 
needs to be run across the database it must be performed using a third-party 
viewer, such as SQLite Expert.The database can be extracted directly from EnCase 
Mobile Investigator or EnCase Endpoint Investigator, with either an external viewer 
or the View SQLite with WAL EnScript plugin.

Figure 2a: Safari Suspend State, indicating the tabs viewed "Private"

Figure 2b: BrowserState.db viewed using SQLite Expert
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Database tabs
The database contains two tables:

• tabs

• tab_sessions

The tabs table provides the current state of open tabs within Mobile Safari.  
The tab_sessions contains a record for each open tab and a data structure which 
maintains a record of websites visited in the active tab. 

The tabs table includes:

• A flag indicating if the tab is being viewed privately

• The URL of the open webpage

• The Title of the open webpage 

• A universally unique identifier (UUID)

As illustrated above in Figure 2, the table contains URLs and titles that had not 
been previously identified, including a Google search on obtaining a “fake UK 
driving license.”

Figure 3: Open tabs, including those set to private, in Mobile Safari

Although it is now clear which tabs remain open from the last Mobile Safari 
browsing session, it is the private_browsing column that is of particular interest.

As the name suggests, it indicates that the user of the device had been using the 
private setting for that tab in Mobile Safari. While the internet history will not be 
recorded in the history.db database, the examiner can still see a single URL and title 
in the tabs table, which offers an important starting point.
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Tab sessions
So far, the BrowserState.db database has yielded valuable information that had 
not been previously identified in the internet history. Focus now turns to the tab_
sessions table. This table maintains records where the tab_uuid equals the UUID 
column on the tabs table with the data type for session_data being Binary Large 
Object (BLOB).

Figure 4: The tab_sessions table, showing the UUID of the tab

Examination with EnScript
The session_data column on the tab_sessions table showed a BLOB data type and, 
upon examination, revealed a binary property list (bplist), highlighted in blue in 
Figure 5. There is a four-byte offset from the beginning of the data to the start of 
the binary property list. While it may initially appear insignificant, it is important for 
automating the parsing of the enclosed data structure with EnScript programs. 

Figure 5: Apple binary property list with a four-byte offset from the start of data 
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Executing a SQLite query to determine the number of tabs open in private mode, 
combined with webpage titles and URLs, reveals ten tabs set to private. That the 
device user made the decision to conceal their browsing is of interest. 

Figure 6: Result of SQLite query, showing the output for tabs and tab_sessions tables

To automate the extraction of BLOB data from the BrowserState.db database,  
the SQLite BLOB Extractor EnScript program can be used and the extracted data 
collected into a logical evidence file (LEF) for further processing and examination. 
The database(s) for the EnScript program to run against for mobile data need to  
be identified with a tag. 
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In this example, the extracted session_data will take the form of a binary property 
list that will require additional parsing with another EnScript program. The data 
extraction will need to commence four bytes into the BLOB.

Figure 7: Using the SQLite BLOB Extractor EnScript to extract the session_data 
BLOBfrom BrowserState.db 
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The output from the SQLite BLOB Extractor is presented in EnCase, where the 
original path to the database is retained.

The extracted BLOB data is referenced by the:

• Table it has been extracted from

• RowID

• Column name from which it has been extracted

In the example, the extracted data takes the form of a binary property list and 
further processing will be required using a relevant EnScript program, such as the 
Plist Viewer Plugin. 

Figure 8: Parsing the binary property list extracted from session data using  
Plist Viewer Plugin

Figure 8 illustrates the content from session_data of RowID 6 from the tab_sessions 
table of the BrowserState.db database. This tab was viewed in private, as identified 
earlier by the UUID from the tabs table.

There are a further 10 URLs, in addition to the Google search for “guidance on fake 
uk driving license,” in the tabs table. That is a total of 11 pieces of internet activity 
that would not have been recorded in the history.db database due to private viewing.

Plist parsing
The example uses a small dataset with a total of ten tabs set to private. An actual 
examination may contain significantly more, so the Plist Viewer Plugin may not be 
the most efficient EnScript program to use.
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Once the SQLite BLOB Extractor EnScript program has been used to extract the BLOB 
data, the extracted plists can be parsed en masse using the Plist Parser EnScript.

Figure 9: Parsing each of the session data plists using the Plist Parser EnScript

When plist parsing is complete, the results can be viewed and examined in the 
EnCase Bookmarks. In the example, there are 43 records of internet activity 
resulting from the tabs that had been set to private.

Figure 10: URLs extracted from session data plists from tabs set to private 
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BrowserState.db Parser EnScript program
The BrowserState.db Parser EnScript program is an alternative to the method 
combining the SQLite BLOB extractor and Plist Parser EnScript programs 
described above. 

Figure 11: BrowserState.db Parser EnScript 
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The main output of this EnScript program is a TSV file, which can be viewed  
and filtered in Microsoft® Excel®. It will contain all parsed content from each  
session_data BLOB, as well as whether the tab had been set to private. 

Figure 12: Sample output from BrowserState.db Parser EnScript

Summary
The Mobile Safari BrowserState.db database is populated with data regardless of 
whether a user browses privately. By employing knowledge of SQLite, identifying 
Apple binary property lists and using EnCase in concert with EnScript programs, 
a database can be parsed with ease. In the example, an additional 43 pieces of 
internet activity were recovered which would have been overlooked had only the 
history.db been examined.
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